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The Tasmania Packaat 

Tasmania has a unique place in the Commonwealth. The Federal 
Government has a special responsit 	to achieve equality for Tasmanians 
in developing opportunities for their State. 	The coalition accapts—t-19-i-s- 
respo' nsibility and in Government will implement the initiatives detailed in the 
'Tania Package. 

The Tasmania Package financial commitments, which amount to $67.15 
million over 3 years, will be funded over and above the financial assistance 
grants made by the Commonwealth to the States, 

The Tasmw Aai:, 

The 	 single 	s 
impediment to growth in jobs, investment and population for Tasma 

The Coalition first addressed the Bass Strait transport disadvantage. in 1976 . 
with the introduction of the Tasmanian Freight _Equalisation Itacheme by the 
Fraser Government. 

A similar scheme for vehicle movements between the mainland and 
asrriar g overdue. The Coalition in Government will develop the 

following initiatives for Bass Strait to be treated as Ta_s_r_riania..bighway'. 

• A Coalition Government will introduce a passenger vehicle equalisation 
scheme for the movement of vehicles across Bass Strait, commencing 
1996/97. The value of the rebate will be assessed on a formula 
determined by the Bureau of Transport Communication Economics (BTCE) 
on the cost of driving a vehicle over an equivalent distance on a national 
highway. 

• Our belief is that competition for vehicle and passenger traffic across Bass 
Strait is the mosreTtective—means of achievin affordable me - gz. .f 
vehicles and passengers and therefore the Coalition will _.y/.. .)6,_c_with the  
Thsmanianov.S. -T —Iment to promote competitive and efficient daily vehicle 
and passenger services across Bass Strait, 

• The Coalition will maintain a commitment to the Freight Equalisation 
Scheme on a roiling five-year basis. 

Funding: $49.5 million over the next three years for passenger vehicle 
equalisation - maintain freight equalisation on forward estimates in 1995-96 
budget. 
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	This scheme at last recognises that Sass Strait is part of the national 

v 	ei 	•421S. -4-4,fal'orr, 	4-4  ,D 	 ztc 

)11,' it works 
	 --rtA 41\14. • 	 '7,1n 

,'.ebate is linked to passenger vehicles. A rebate of up to $150 one way 
payable for fares paid for the driver and vehicle where the fare exceeds 

$150*. The first $150 is paid by the driver. 

the figure derived from Bureau of Transport and Communications 
Locoomics on the equivalent cost of using a road highway, assessed at 35 
(ents per 	netre. The distance between Melbourne and Devonport is 429 
kilometres, thgore the equivalent road highway cost would be $150. 

Cost 

12m 196/97; 515m 19978, $22.5 1998/99 

(Based on 80,000 -,:hioles in 19997, increasing 	150,000 vehicles 
1998/99), 

l$4'hy 

• is a measure of. long-term enefit for Tasmania, and ind 
- its not a shcrt-ts unproven expedient, 

)..= an extension of the fair and equita:;,ie, and provc-n, freight equalis. 
(:;h9rrie which ha_s_had bpartisr 	2ortsiric it was intr-Liced by th- 

00tion 42(.0 years ago 
will encourage greater passenger numbers through lower fares. 

encourage Competition by enabUr; 	her operators to provide viable iy  Ity 

.ices in an expanded mark: 

	

directly benefi' - he driver of ,, vehicle. not v•-• 	-.sport operator. 
anger  vehicles and driv 	ft 	:ing motoiqcles). 

e directly tied to the comparative ccs;. 	a vehicle 
distance on national highway.  

!a wil 	reviewed annually by the Bureau of Transpc,:.,.. 
CE) to maintain equity._  

it will increase 	numbers as well as increing the l',tractiveness of 
rr'=" -7nia as a plao. to live as a result of the reduction of the costs whih 

from olatic.n, 	 7/ 
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0: 	What happens if a new ferry service is introduced, perhaps a 
fast ferry crossing in daylight with no accommodation required? 

A: 	The Coalition is keen to encourage competitive daily passenger 
services for vehicles across Bass Strait. The BSPES is designed 
to cater for a growth in vehicle movements over the existing capaiity 
of the 'Spirit of Tasmania'. 	 A9 

Assuming a npw service operated between different ports, the rebate, 
would still be c—aTatTMed using the-BTC'EfOrMilla. -ea, it will only apply 
tTceswhith 	carry passenger_ vehicles. 

0: 	What's to stop the rebate amount being absorbed into increased 
fares? 

One of the Coalition's main objectives with the Bass Strait Passenger 
Equalisation Scheme is to promote competitive and efficient daily 
vehicle and passen: 	--eivices across Bass Strait. 

The BSPES schera.,_ designed to achieve this, by being linked to„,„,  
vehicle movements_ The 	me estimates it carries_ 3 passengers 
for every vehicle- therefr.- rTipts to raise f-ait-c-i-a-b-n-rb-th-e----- 
rebate which is only app: 	de fares paid by a driver and  
vehicle would be counter-productive and would flow on to fares paid by
ossc 

	

	. 
__426 -04 

Furthermore, the rebate is capped at a maximum of $150. It will not 
be adjusted in line with changes in fares. 

Q: 	Labor has promised $44 million for a new high-speed passenger 
ferry service. What's wrong with that? 

The offer of funding for a new ferry is of course an attractive one at 
47.-st glance. However, it does nothing to address the main cause of 
he Bass Strait transport disadvantage. 

Labor has failed to recognise that Tasmanians are disadvantaged 
by the lack of a 	highway link to the mainland. Simply putting 
up money for a 	,Try won't tackle the longer term problem of 
the extra cost inv(..;A in crossin,-  9.ass Strait 

contrast, the Bass Stlait 	,er Equalisation Scheme is an 
Jnomically justifiable solution which will make- Bass Strait travel 

. [ lore affordable. 
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Questions and Answers about Bass S mit Passenger Equalisation 

C): Why ia.n.s_szLeaeni 
getting across Bass Strait? 

entfor  the cost 

a start, the Bass Strait  passenger equalisation scheme will apply 
to ail Austra.lians,  not just people who five in 1 asmaniaT—ArThyorTe who 
travels ib oc from Tasmania with a cr is eligible for the sea highway 
rebate_ 

Tasmania is the only state in the Commonwealth which is not 
accessible by road. There is an extra cost burden for people who 
need to take their cars to Tasmania, compared with driving between 
South Australia arid Victoria, or New South Wales and Queensland, on 
highways which are funded by the federal government. 

The Bas. "-;t-iait Passenger Equalisation Scheme (BSPES) isn't a_ 
special hano-ct  for Tasmania: rather,  as the name implies, it seeks to 
equalise the cost of travelling by 'sea highway' between Tasmania 
and the mainland, compared with using national highway links 
between  other states. 

0: 	How does it work? 

A: 	The biggest transport disadvantage is faced by people who travel 
with their vehicle. People without car., 	n fly, or walk on-walk off 
the existing passenger ferry service. 

The Bureau of Transport and Communication Economics (BTCE) has 
estimated the equivalent cost of travelling on road highway between 
Me!bourne and Adelaide at 35 cents per kilometre_ This includes 
depreciation, and an allowance for the accommodation required on 
overnight ferry crossings_ 

The distance between Melbourne and Devonport is approximately 
430 kilometres - therefore, using the BICE calculation, the cost of 
crossing Bass Strait expressed in equivalent road highway terms 
shc.‘uld be $150 one-way. 

' 	- Al provide a maximum rebate of $150 on the one-way 
. •by ic driver of a vehicle to cross Bass Strait where the fare 

exceeds $150. 

Th LisEr- 	ate will apply to all passenger and vehicle ferry 
services a cross Bass Strait, irrespective of their point of origin and 
terminatio:-,. Currently, the only service is provided by the 'Spirit of 
Tasmania' 
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